MINUTES OF MEETING SOUTH-DADE  VENTURE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  DISTRICT
A telephone conference meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the South-Dade Venture Community Development District was held on Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 4:00
p.m. It is being held in accordance with the Office of the Governor, Executive Orders authorizing the use of communications media technology, the Board of Supervisors and members of the public may attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the call-in
information 1-646-749-3122, Access Code: 677-201-437.
Present and constituting a quorum were:
Curtis Cooper Bradley Compton Miguel Aponte Sonia Castro
Chairman (via teleconference)
Vice Chairman (via teleconference) Assistant Secretary (via teleconference) Assistant Secretary (via teleconference)
Also present was:
Scott Cochran Paul Winkeljohn Ben Quesada Captain Rodriguez Several Residents
District Attorney (via teleconference) District Manager (via teleconference) Clubhouse Director (via teleconference) Homestead P.O. (via teleconference) (via teleconference)
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Winkeljohn called the meeting to order.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval	of  the	Minutes  of  the
May 28, 2020 Meeting
Mr. Winkeljohn:  The minutes from your May 28th meeting have been circulated, if those are in order a motion would be appreciated, and please say you name.
Mr. Compton: I have one change to it before it's approved.
Mr. Winkeljohn:	What is that?
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Mr. Compton:	Waterstone I manager was listed as Jeanne Smith, it should be Sherwood throughout.
Mr. Winkeljohn: We already caught that and made the revisions on our end, yes.
Mr. Compton: Ok, perfect. Then nothing else on my end.
THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Discussion
on
Utilization	of
the
Clubhouse and Pool
Mr. Winkeljohn: Today's next item is a discussion on the update on the pool. I think most of us realize the conversations we've had the last few months, the outcomes have been worse than expected, they have not continued to improve. My advice would be to continue to reduce as much usage as possible. Ben, did you want to give us any updates on what you are implementing
Mr. Quesada: Can anybody hear me? Mr. Winkeljohn: We can hear you now.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, now I can hear everybody, sorry about that guys. So, we were discussing the clubhouse reopening, I have all the supplies that are necessary to keep us open under the new normal guidelines, and I know our plan has been discussed, so it's just a matter of the Board feeling comfortable to move forward. I know obviously things haven't been looking that great outside so, it's whatever direction the Board chooses to go, while I'm prepared to do anything.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok. Are there any directions from the Board to change or alter our implementation?
Mr. Azcona: I think we should keep an eye on it and give it another month and we'll just keep doing what we're doing. I mean obviously it's not getting any better our there, even with the supplies in place, we still can expose residents to the pandemic, so I would say just leave it as it is and we can look and address it again next month, hopefully we'll be trending backwards, and maybe then we can address it and implement some type of an
opening, but as it stands I would say, my vote is to leave it as is, keep it closed.
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Mr. Compton: Yes, I would agree with that.
Ms. Castro: Paul, is there any way that we could give Ben direction since we have everything in place and people are itching to come to the pool, is there any way we can give him direction that if the entire state opens and pools across Miami-Dade are open and facilities continue to work as they were before this pandemic that he could open and then we just ratify a motion?
Mr. Winkeljohn: I guess in theory that if we gave him, if he can meet the standards from Dade County's Executive Order and the CDC Guidelines then he would be authorized to open, you could approve it on that capacity. Then he would just have to confirm that he's able to meet them, and we as staff would have to confirm that, that's fine if you want to do that. Right now, there was just too many variables for us to manage, and then the numbers getting worse and worse means, that's not likely in the next 30 days. My advice is we have another meeting in August, that's for the budget, and at that meeting we could take it up and see where we are data-wise and make a call.
Ms. Castro: Ok.
Mr. Cooper: Are there other pools that have opened up down where we are or does anybody know of? Also, what's the county's position on the pools?
Ms. Castro: Everything is closed.
Mr. Winkeljohn:
Right, Broward County has soft openings or partial openings of
their pools, they've implemented a management plan, and in some of them I have a couple of clients that have been able to do that, to mixed success. They've basically given out appointments and appointment windows, and it's a small enough group where they go away with it, but with you all it would be outside of our capacity to manage. A large enough group to make it equitable where enough people could ever get to enjoy it where it would be worth the investment in essence. So, I thought Dade County, originally they allowed it if you could meet the requirements, but they may have clawed that back, I know the gyms, they're still allowing some gym activity, but requirements are extreme.
Mr. Compton: Any I'm along the lines of where Paul's at and where Mr. Aponte was at, I'm definitely not comfortable in reopening at this point, even if Dade County would allow it. The numbers are not going in the right direction for that, and I would not want to expose our residents regardless of what Dade County says.  While I understand where
Sonia was coming from on that, I don't foresee that happening in the near future, and at
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least not within the next couple of weeks, but it's something I really think that it's just not the Board that needs to make that decision because it's not just a cut and dry, we've met the requirements, so my vote is definitely to push this back to the next month, and we'll re evaluate where the statistics, where the trending is at that point, and we can make a decision then.
Mr. Cochran: Just from a legal standpoint, just to respond to Curtis' question, in Miami-Dade County, they are allowed to be open, but as kind of what Ben was speaking to, there's these requirements in this handbook called, The New Normal, and there are extensive requirements for pools, and for wellness facilities, which is what encompasses gyms, and fitness centers. So, they are legally allowed to be open, as long as compliance with all of the requirements, and the county emergency orders, their attachments are complied with and those kind of take into account the CDC Guidelines and stuff like that, but again, that just allows you to open, if you're able to comply with those things, it doesn't require you to open and even in those requirements they say that those are essentially the minimum bar, and that you're able to take a more kind of conservative position, or have even more strenuous requirements if desired. So, we at least think that's the case, but I know that just as a practical matter, and because of the numbers, after initially kind of dropping now the numbers have been increasing, I think. A lot of places are not opening even if they could in light of that.
Ms. Castro: And I haven't been to see any patient where their community pool is open, anywhere, and Itravel all the way from Kendall down to Florida City.
Mr. Cooper: Brad, did you guys open up the Grand pool at all, or were talking about opening that up at some point?
Mr. Compton: I'm no longer on the master Board so I can't tell you exactly where they are at with that. It has not been opened at this point, and to my knowledge there's not any hard plan in place to open on a particular day right now. Right before our last meeting they did have a particular day in July where they were shooting for to reopen it, but that has been pushed back considering the environment that we're in now, and I'm not aware of a new date that they're looking at to open it right now because of the trends.
Ms. Castro: What they posted on Facebook Curtis was that they opened I believe on a Monday, but by that same Friday they closed again.
Mr. Cooper: Thank you Sonia, I appreciate the update on that.
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Mr. Winkeljohn: Are there any other comments from the Board? Mr. Quesada: Quick question, can anybody hear me now?
Mr. Winkeljohn: Yes, we can hear you Ben. Mr. Quesada: Alright.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Thank you Ben. So, there's no action for the Board. Are there any comments from anyone in the audience on the pool?  Not seeing anyone who wishes to
comment we can move to the next item.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Staff Reports
Mr. Winkeljohn: That brings us to staff reports, Mr. Attorney?
A. Attorney - Discussion of 2020 Legislative Update Memorandum
Mr. Cochran: Yes, so it's that time of year when we have released our memo that's published in your agenda package that summarizes some of the legislation at the state level that's been approved that would impact Special Districts, including CDDs. I do have to point out, the one that's in your packet was initially sent out I think on July 13th, and apparently there are some typos in that that kind of arose from, there was some numbering of the law numbers that got changed at the last minute and so we sent out a corrected one to all the District managers yesterday with the corrected references. The content is all the same, the substance is all the same, there were just a couple numbering of some of the Laws of Florida that are referenced that are different. So, as usual and this is actually a longer list than usual, so there's a lot of different topics covered, and you all should, if you want to, review them at your leisure and you can always contact us if you have any questions about them, but I'll just go over a couple or a few real quick that might be of interest. One has amended some of the requirements as far as what the District has to post on its websites. As I think you all know, there were some issues with complying with the ADA requirements that made it pretty difficult sometimes to get all the content that had previously been required to be on the website on there. So, what the amendment does is it's allowed us for the annual audit report, instead of actually having to post the report itself, we can put a link on there to Auditor General's site which maintains all those reports, so it can be accessed that way. Another one is that the public facilities report that we formally had to maintain on the website, we don't have to do that anymore on the website. Obviously, these documents are still maintained by the Districts, and GMS has them as the
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records custodian, so if anybody wants them or needs them, they can access them that way as well. Then finally, as you may know, we're required to post our agendas on the website 7 days before each Board of Supervisors meeting, but they've removed the requirement that supporting documentation also has to be posted at that time on the website. So now, as long as we post the agenda there, then we're in compliance with the law. Again, this just changes what's required to be posted, we can always post things beyond the requirements, but this addresses the requirements. Another change is that, with respect to progress payments under certain kinds of contracts, services contracts, we were formally allowed to within 10% per progress payment for retainage, where the contract is more than $200,000, and the law changes that amount now to 5% retainage per progress payment, so there's less percentage that can be retained under that for the contracts that fall within the scope of that provision. Then, there's another one there that deals with public records and an exemption that had formally been temporary, it had been set to expire, but it's now been renewed and made permanent, and that is, when you're paying your property taxes online, which you do have the option to do, if you pay online it will ask you to provide an email address where you want the receipt sent and that email address is provided in that scenario is exempt, so it's not subject to disclosure as a public record. There's some other ones in there, again, that you can kind of take a look through, but as far as what I wanted to go over at this meeting that kind of covers it. Other than the memo, just kind of updates on the status of the Executive Orders allowing us to do these video conference meetings, we're still under the Order that has allowed that up through August 1st. So, as of today we can still meet in this manner through August 1st, however it's subject to change, so we're still waiting to see whether that will get extended further to lift the normal requirement of quorum of the Board to meeting in person, that's been suspended by operation of the Executive Orders, so we're waiting to see if that will get extended further, but as of right now it will be ended at the end of this month. So, that's all I have specifically to report at this time, but if any of the Supervisors have any questions, I'm happy to entertain those.
Mr. Cooper: On the HB 133 Scott, or I guess Paul and Scott, I see it's talking about
towing signs from 5' to 1O' away, is that something where we are able to tow within the District, if people are parked illegally on the grass, does that affect any of that, it is public
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right-of-way, but the District owns the
grass and the road, so would that affect us to be
able to put signs up if we choose to do so?
Mr. Cochran: And Paul might know the answer to this, I can't recall if we have adopted parking rules as a District here. Some Districts have done that, but the bottom line is we don't have general police powers and in order to tow within the District typically what has to be done is we would go through the formal rulemaking process just like we adopted rules for the pool and the clubhouse area, you would adopt rules the same way that pertain to parking. Then typically what the District will do, although they don't have to, is enter into an agreement with the HOA and they'll kind of run enforcement through the HOA and they'll use a towing service and basically comply with the same laws that are applicable to municipalities that are doing towing. So, there's certain signage requirements and things like that. So, if those pieces are in place then yes, then if we're essentially piggybacking on the city requirements for towing the same, because the provisions that authorize a District to tow under the circumstance when they do, it refers to the municipality rule so, if we have rules, and they're being enforced via that way, then they would be subject to this when the act becomes effective on October 1st.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and the only thing I would add would be Homestead may have an additional system in place that you'd have to get their permission typically to have a towing program, usually they sign off on it, they may have additional rules, they may tell you who to use, you may have to use the municipal towing company which wouldn't shock me, but we've never gone down that road formally. We talked about it many years ago, but not lately, but it's up to the Board. The signs, they're just trying to cut down the number of signs required, that's what the state is doing, but as far as a towing program, the District would have to explore those details.
Mr. Cochran: And it would just be applicable to towing from District property as well, we can't do things like that for non-District property.
Mr. Cooper: Thank you for the clarification on that Scott. Mr. Cochran: Sure.
Mr. Cooper:  Does anybody on the Board have any question, or new business, or
any thoughts on towing, does anybody see a need, anybody that's joined us as visitor and guest today, any thoughts on that?
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Ms. Castro: I do see the need, but also the people are parking around the lake, and they are damaging our grass over there. They are even parking in front of the lift station that we have on the Boulevard, so it's becoming a problem. They are feeding ducks over there, at least on that side, it is a little problematic. I don't know how many sprinkler heads they have broken already, parking over there by the lake.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, any other comments?
Ms. Castro: Maybe we don't have to enter into a towing program, can we just reach out to Homestead PD and ask them to tell the people to move out of the places where they're parking, maybe that's an option.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Captain Rodriguez is actually on the call today, if he doesn't mind answering that question.
Captain Rodriguez: Can you hear me? Mr. Winkeljohn: Yes, go ahead.
Captain Rodriguez: I don't have a problem looking into it, I'll get with Sonia or Ben and find out the exact location and see if there's any traffic enforcement action we can take.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and the lift station area should be easy. Ms. Castro: Thank you, I appreciate it.
Captain Rodriguez: Ok.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Excellent, thank you.
Ms. Castro: Captain Rodriguez, I sent Kennedy the link, do you know whether he is going to be able to log on, I know he was very interested in attending this meeting?
Captain Rodriguez: He was going to but he's on a phone conference right now with HR, I was texting him a minute ago, so I'll see if he can either join or if not, I'll get on the link that Ben sent me earlier for a phone in.
Ms. Castro: Yes, and I sent it to him, but thank you. Captain Rodriguez: Thank you.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Great, thank you.
Mr. Cooper: I've noticed some people parking also along Waterstone Way in those same type of areas around the lakes, in front of the lift station, over by Waterstone Estates.
I don't know as far as damage they're doing over there parked on the asphalt, but they're
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definitely parking on the grass where I think people are damaging sprinkler heads, so there's a cost to the District.
Mr. Quesada: Just a FYI for you guys, along Waterstone Way, as you make your way north between Friendship Park and Floridian Bay and Portofino Bay, on the Floridian Bay side, we had in the last 2 months our wet checks, I've had to replace countless sprinkler heads, so I would say let's include that area, and we've been very fortunate so far this rainy season, but we're definitely getting a lot of irrigation damage along that large section where we lost a ton of ficus trees between Friendship Park along Floridian Bay, all the way up to their entrance is where we see the biggest problem with sprinkler heads.
Ms. Castro: And that is where they broke our pipe, but we had a water fountain going on our grass for a good 2 or 3 hours while we could get BrightView here to assess the damage and close up the valve.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, well let's take it as far as Homestead is able to help us, and if we see a need to enhance that or go further, we'll have to explore that, but we'll report back what we learn.
Mr. Cooper: Thank you Paul.
Mr. Winkeljohn: That moves us to, or are there any other questions for Scott or any other comments? Hearing none we can move to the next item.
B. Engineer
Mr. Winkeljohn: We have no engineer report today.
C. Field Manager
Mr. Winkeljohn: Under field manager, Ben?
Mr. Quesada:	Ok, just a couple of quick things.
We finished our storm drain
cleaning of I believe it was 6 communities, including Waterstone Way and Waterstone Blvd. that we approved. We also approved additional root work in Portofino Oaks and Portofino Point, and just a quick update, they were able to remove almost 400 pounds of dirt from the drainage line in Portofino Point, so we definitely had a major issue in those two communities. I'm happy to report we've been tested since the cleaning was completed on June 23rd and everything is working in tip top shape, so we're just waiting on the HOAs now to step in and I know they've been working with management on removing some of
those problematic trees so we can take care of the problem once and for all.  So, that's it
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on the engineering side.
We also completed  17 sidewalk  slab repairs, there were 7
additional areas found so Mr. Aponte was correct in identifying some of the issues we had on Waterstone Way, those were addressed, as well as the additional 10 slabs in the Boulevard which were in pretty bad shape. I'm happy to report everything went really smoothly there, so we were able to get them to come out within 2 weeks and take care of all those repairs, and that concludes engineering.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok. What else do you have Ben?
Mr. Quesada: Ok, so I'll put on my field manager's hat now. So, going into this, and I did give you guys a summary, we don't have to go into detail, but I know the Board gave management direction on how to proceed with the increase with the police contract with the rovers, I just  gave you guys a breakdown on what we discussed at the last
meeting on all those scenarios that were out there.  If nobody has any questions, I'll just
move on.
Now we discussed the sylvester  palm tree, and we were  not able to get
reimbursed, Homestead PD was not able to identify the driver or the owners of the vehicle that hit it, he drove off afterwards, and so the Board authorized me to be able to replace that tree, and we were happy to get a beautiful sylvester palm standing and that was done the beginning of last week on 137th, we were actually able to get 2 sylvester palms for the same price that you all approved, so we added another one to the Boulevard and now all of our entrances are beautiful with a nice sylvester palm in the front. So, on that subject we discussed DML possibly taking us to add additional cameras and better coverage at those intersections, at all 3 entrances at Waterstone. I gave you guys a summary so that's what you're going to see first on my report is the summary from DML and the next page is going to have the actual proposal. I had a grade update for you guys so they quoted us for new equipment which would be 6 cameras, in this case you would have 1 on the east side, 1 on each corner of the intersection pointing towards the entrance, toward the median to get better coverage, and all the supplies necessary, brackets, connectivity, in this case we don't have internet connection in those areas. However, they can connect them to the nearby guardhouses, it's not a great distance, and this would be using Ubiquiti which is a great brand and I know Curtis is familiar with and be able to connect to these guardhouses so it would reduce the price on the trenching which is great, and would accomplish what we're trying to do.  I actually stumbled on to a great deal so you see there on the proposal
from DML $13,790.85 for brand new equipment.  One of our Waterstone II communities
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recently has a surplus of brand new, unopened equipment that Kevin was also involved with the, and I don't want to go into detail, but they had to cancel a project midway, and so they have extra cameras available unopened and Ubiquiti antennas, so in my summary sheet going back a page on my report, you can see here for the same 6 cameras, the same 6 Ubiquiti LocoM5 antennas, we would be able to save 25% on each individual item if we were to purchase them from Floridian Isle II. So not to complicate things for the Board, but if you want to move forward and give management a not to exceed number on the project, management will be able to allocate these items at a savings of $3,320.78 to bring your total price down to $10,470.07.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Is that an enhancement that the Board is interested in?
Mr. Aponte: Was it set up at the last meeting?
Ms. Castro:
I wanted to comment that Kevin also said that, even though the
cameras are about a year old, they're still the same that we have throughout the District, quality grade, and even though the warranty lapsed, he is willing to work with us and try to get us the warranty, he will work with the supplier so that we still could get the warranty if we still choose to use these cameras.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and it seems like a good deal.
Mr. Cooper: So, just looking at this whole thing proposal-wise, is it 6 cameras Ben, and we're missing something, or it is just 6 cameras?
Mr. Quesada:  Correct, it's 6 cameras, it would be 2 cameras per intersection, one at each corner, so at the entrance corner.
Ms. Castro:	Except at the Boulevard because we don't have monuments, so we would be looking into retrofitting them to the light poles that we have there at the entrance.
Mr. Quesada: Thank you for the correction Sonia.
Mr. Cooper: So, 6 cameras is going to cost $13,000 that's what I'm looking at here? Mr. Quesada: Well, if we go the route that management chooses, again, these are unopen cameras, the same exact ones that Kevin is quoting, it would then cost us $10,000
as opposed to $13,000, we would save $3,300.
Ms. Castro:  I guess my question now will be to you Ben, we would be investing, or spending, however people decide to see this, anywhere from $10,000 to $13,000, almost
$14,000.   How much damage have we really had at our entrances that could justify
spending $13,000 because the only thing that I really recall is this palm tree and we were
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able to fix it with $2,600, I don't know how $13,000 or $10,000 could justify the expense, plus the maintenance which is not really calculated here in this cost or damage to what really, what damages have we had that you know?
Mr. Quesada: (Inaudible comments)
Mr. Winkeljohn: couldn't hear you.
Mr. Quesada:
Can you say that again Ben, we had to mute Sonia because we
Ok, sorry.
So, basically there's  been two  incidents along our
entrance entrance
irrigation
medians in
the  last two  years,  one  occurred  along  312th/Campbell  Drive
in front of the school, where they ran over a bougainvillea hedge and did some
damage and knocked over a sign.	Thankfully, Homestead PD responded and
these people did not drive away from the scene, so we were able to get reimbursed for the damages. Then this incident, during Nascar weekend, where they hit the sylvester palm which we weren't able to identify that driver, so two incidents in the last two years that I can think of along our entrances as far as doing property damage, one of which we were reimbursed for and one of which we were not.
Mr. Compton: I was going to ask a similar question as Sonia just asked, and from what he said there, it doesn't seem to me like the cost is relative to the sense of cost here that justifies it for one or two incidents, one of which we were able to recover. I think there are probably better uses of $11,000 or $14,000 is what we have here, so it doesn't seem to make sense to me to spend that kind of money to potentially save the $2,600 and use it down the road somewhere, so I'm not in favor of spending that.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok.
Mr. Copper: Ben, can you walk me through, and I'm looking at this huge cost here for 6 cameras, and I'm trying to wrap my brain around it. I mean I can see the $444 for getting a quality camera, so I can see that the $2,669, but walk me though like the understanding, unless maybe this is a Kevin question, but maybe you understand it a little
bit. You got the cameras, we're not directional boring, we're not trenching, we're not doing
anything like that, everything is wireless.
So, the cameras, they would be mounted at
locations at each entrance and exit and all 3 entrances and exits at Waterstone, on the Boulevard and Waterstone Way. Then the signal is getting sent, it's WiFi, so it's getting sent over to the guardhouse, correct, which has a receiver which is that antenna, and
there's an antenna going at the guardhouse, and there's an antenna at the monument?
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I'm just trying to see, because it seems like this is a huge cost to send a signal from the guardhouse to the cameras.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, so these antennas would be communicating with the routers, the WiFi systems at the guardhouses nearby. They've actually done some similar projects in Stonebrook II, and in Floridian Isles II using that same technology, and so it's already been tested in a few of the communities here, but yes, basically the cameras have devices on them that record and have storage, obviously temporary, but when there is a connection established it will send the video footage to the servers at the nearest guardhouse location
along those entrances.
Mr. Cooper:
I'm seeing  the  6  LocoM5  bridge  kit, that's  going  to  be at the
monument, or at the guardhouse?
Mr. Quesada: At the monument, it's going to be set up as wireless, to get the information and data to the server which has the WiFi in the guardhouse.
Mr. Cooper: Ok, I can see this is important because I think it's something where we don't the know the future, and something could come about at one of those entrances that this will benefit us, to not have blind spots at, but I can see the benefit being $13,000, or even $10,000. I'm in more of the $6,000 range, $6,000 to $7,000 possibility here, so I don't know if we can sharpen pencils, or maybe get another proposal, or whatever, but if the Board doesn't want to do anything with it, then obviously wasting your time to get more proposals would be a moot point, but I think there's a need, but I don't think there's a
$10,000 or $13,000 need for that.
Ms. Castro: I believe Curtis, that the sharpening of the pencil should be in the labor. Now remember the problem that we have is that we deal with Milestone, and the only other person that is down here in Miami certified for Milestone, as per their website, is Bill from Perimeter, and he's a one man show and it takes him eons to show up to a property.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Let's take a little half step back for a minute Curtis, let's remember the greater plan of our security system, is to identify areas at their greatest vulnerability and work backwards, and these particular cameras are sort of secondary to that plan. I'd like staff and Kevin to go back over our whole property, identify where we think a priority would be, and then we'd have this in our pocket, it was a little bit driven by damage, but
our security camera's first priority is a deterrent to all actions, it's also a benefit to be able
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to use the evidence to recover costs for
damage.  So, all of the above is true, but let's not
lose sight of what we've invested in across the whole community.
Mr. Compton: Yes, and I think you're going to the same place I was just thinking about, if we're spending this kind of money, I'm more on the safety and security side of things, I think there are probably better places in which we could put them from the safety and security of Waterstone perspective and I would like to look at that before we spend
$10,000 or $15,000 to cover, in terms of that, I don't think it covers that particular goal.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right. So, I think that's what I'm asking, is for the Board to accept that staff will table this but bring back potential priority list of camera locations.
Mr. Quesada: Understood. So, if we're ok with this, I'll add this to the project list in case you guys ever want to revisit it.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right.
Ms. Castro: I do have to ask Paul. Mr. Winkeljohn: Go ahead.
Ms. Castro: I do have to ask you, because this an opportunity that just arose with Floridian Isles, do you think we could any way entertain buying the cameras, at least 2 or 3, and just hold them on our side, so that Floridian Isles doesn't dispose of them, or sell them to other communities because I know that there's other communities that are interested in purchasing some of these cameras.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and I'm interested in the bridge and the camera as to putting it in an inventory type item potentially, that's $3,300 for 6 capable systems, that is a very valuable item, obviously the bigger expense for this project where it was $6,000 for licensing and installation, but the hardware does have my interest. Maybe Ben and I could talk to Kevin about putting them on a shelf for us, or something along those lines.
Ms. Castro: Well, we can store them here in the shed.
Mr. Winkeljohn: I didn't mean it literally, I meant it in terms of first right of refusal, that before he sells them to somebody else, he talks to us, that kind of thing.
Ms. Castro: No, but this is directly with Floridian Isles, this is not through Kevin.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Oh, ok, so I think there's an opportunity to work with Floridian Isles II, I thought they were' in Kevin's inventory and he just could sell them.
Ms. Castro: No.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, well who represents Floridian Isles II, anyone on our Board?
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Ms. Castro: Nobody.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok. How about Ben and Ijust look into that and feel it out? Ms. Castro: Ok, perfect.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok. Go ahead Ben.
Mr. Quesada: So, moving on from the cameras, bridge lights, since we were talking about bridges. So, we talked about this last month where somebody vandalized one of the globe lights on the bridge. I spent a good amount of time, I know because if the pandemic, it wasn't easy communicating, but this company basically discontinued this product. There's only one manufacturer left, I couldn't find any parts on the secondary market, so I just took the liberty of at least including some options there. Keep in mind those were customized poles that were cut, and whatnot, those weren't even bridge lights, those were streetlights that were, and some of you are familiar with the history on that. So, I threw in 3 options using Wayfair as an example, but these are available through Lamps-R-Us, but again I was tapping into my first service resources. Mohamed introduced me from the HOA office to a representative that works on behalf of First Service Residential with Wayfair, so we already have a business account with them, and a COD account where we're tax exempt, and I'm actually going to get us, at least on the proposal, and extra $60 off some very nice light fixtures. I just went to Wayfair for now to see where your heads are at with some pier mount lights, and basically what they're using is the Venetian Causeway, it's a more modern look for a bridge, so there's 3 options there in my report. You have the Orren Elis McKelvy style, you have Ivy Bronx Feder Outdoor, and you have the Brayden Studio Turien light. These are pier mount, they don't require posts, they're about 2' high give or take, and some of them do come in different sizes, but for the purpose of apples to apples, in this case I quoted the ones that were about 2'. So, what I asked for was a proposal for 16, not 14, even though we have 14 bridge lights so that we can have a couple spares, like we did with the guardhouse and in case anything does happen in the future, we have a few spares on hand that we can use for repairs or replacement as needed. So, I just thought we could take advantage of this opportunity if you guys are interested in that style where we could have some additional savings working with Wayfair and these style of lights.
Mr. Cooper:	I think it's something that's long overdue for the bridge, I think it's an
area that we do need to invest in.  We just need to be cautious on the lights that we do
15
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pick there because it is such a huge investment, not huge like $10,000 or $15,000 for cameras, but it's a very visible area and so we obviously want to put the right light in there. There was a couple that you sent that integrated LEDs Ben, and those are ones that you can't change out, so we'd have to change the fixtures each time we had an issue with them, so I would opt to not go with one of those options.
Mr. Quesada: Ok, and just so you know Curtis, we did go with that option at the guardhouses, and we purchased these items through Wayfair as well, and I didn't have any trouble securing those fixtures.  I understand your concern there, but I do think there's a lot of options now for those types of lights, I can ask this representative, Ian, if he had parts like that for the built in ones, and he said they did, so I would purchase of few of those as well, and in fact, they're basically like the ones that we have in the guardhouses that have 2 screws, and it's a built in bulb but you basically just remove the two screws and they give you the replacement part and you would just screw it back in. So, it is possible, and we do have that option with the lights presented, but I do understand your concern, and we'll go with whichever route you guys want, I would just appreciate if the Board could give me some pier direction as far as a style or anything like that I could look into for you guys, or if you like any of the options I presented, and that way it will give me better direction moving forward.
Ms. Castro: Do we know how many lumens each one does, or how bright they are? I am partial to the second one, to the Ivy Bronx, but that's my taste, it looks modern and clean, and round, and it kind of goes with what we have there now, and what we have as the sconces.
Mr. Compton: I was going to say the second one was the one I didn't care for quite as much., I like the first one better, but I do think it's something we need to do, and sooner rather than later. I have had several residents come up to me and inquire as to what's going on with the broken lights, and it has been a while that it's been out there. So, I think it's something we do need to move on relatively soon.
Ms. Castro: Yes, and Brad I saw in person in one of the communities that I visited when I went to see a patient, the first one, and I don't particularly like it, especially because it is empty between the light and the bottom, and it tends to attract a lot of spiders, so we would have to continually be cleaning that.
Mr. Compton: That's a good point.
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Mr. Cooper:	I didn't like the first one though because it did directionally point the light downward, so it would be lighting the bridge versus lighting just upwards in the sky.
Ms. Castro: We have the same problem with #3, it lights down.
(At this point in the meeting Mr. Winkeljohn muted the South-Dade Venture COO meeting for a few minutes to ask a brief question at an ongoing City Commission meeting which he was participating in at the same time, which made the South-Dade Venture COO meeting inaudible for a few moments)
Ms. Castro: I agree with you, we need to change those lights, and I don't have a problem with the second one, I don't know if you guys want to go back and try to find something else?  Remember that you need to then reach out to Ben for the specs of what it is that we need for that area because not every light is available to be retrofitted to our bridge.
Mr. Cooper: Correct, I agree with you as well.
Ms. Castro: So, you guys want to look at others, and then come back at another time and tell Ben, and then we can decide, or you're ok to go with light #2, maybe order a sample and see how it looks and from there we can move forward?
Mr. Aponte: Can we just make a motion not to exceed and then whatever we agree on, and appoint somebody and then just do that? I mean they need to get addressed so it's probably easier just to get it done and over with.
Mr. Compton: Yes, I agree, I think we need to get it done and over with, so I'm fine with that, and I like the second as well.
Ms. Castro: Ok, so the cheapest one is $3, 150, the most expensive one is $3,650, so what do you guys say we make a motion to not exceed probably $4,000.
Mr. Quesada: Before you move forward with a motion I just want to tell you guys, I did speak with our electrician, and he said it would cost us roughly $125 per light to remove the existing lights and install the new ones, they can be retrofitted for our bridge, and it's not a major cost, they're just going to be a little bit of minor filling in that needs to be done in the holes where the posts were, so I just want you to know the $125 light would include the removal of the poles and the lights. The filling in of the excess pole that's remaining, and installing the new lights, I calculate for the 14 lights, it would come out to
$1,750 for labor.
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Ms. Castro: Ok, so do you guys want to just purchase the lights first and then we'll move on labor, or do you want to make a global not to exceed to include labor?
Mr. Compton: Yes, put labor in it.
Mr. Cooper: I think we incorporate the labor, and I think like we did for the guardhouses, since it is a big thing, I think we should look at maybe #1 and #2, if not #3 lights and then go from there, and select the one that looks the best.
Ms. Castro: What was the number that you said for labor? Mr. Quesada: That was $1,750.
Ms. Castro:   Ok, so I'll make a motion to not exceed $5,750 to change out our
bridge lights.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Go ahead Ben, keep going.
Mr. Quesada: Alright, moving on. So, it's been discussed and it's in our project list which I did update, we went up to just over $8 per square foot on the fiscus replacement. I actually spoke to our landscaping company and I got a really good offer, I wanted to run it by you all to see what you all thought. We've been talking about our plants for 2021 and our budget for 2021, so if there's no disagreement as to wanting to replace the ficus hedge along 137th Avenue that runs from the Waterstone Plaza to the FPL easement next to Marbella Cove, it was calculated to come to $26,377.51. I think we can get a great deal with BrightView as far as them withholding billing on us until the new fiscal year, and doing this summer while the conditions are prime and by the holidays, we should have that entire section looking great. Honestly it's been an eyesore since Irma, I know we've done our best to maintain the area since then, and it was more or less a budget issue and looking at our landscaping budget for 2021 it is something that we can absorb and if the Board feels like that is an area that wants to be addressed, it can be addressed now and BrightView will work with us on the billing so that it takes place in the next fiscal year.
Ms. Castro: And they would be planting arboricola to match everything else right?
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Mr. Quesada: Correct, this would be to remove all the ficus, and replace it with arboricola for the District.
Ms. Castro: Ok. Well hopefully that will also mediate the damages to the fence that we continually have there by Floridian Isles I.
Mr. Quesada: Yes, and just by my conversations with Jeanne and some of the residents that live along there, I know they'd really appreciate us taking care of that sooner than later.
Mr. Cooper: Can you just go over what you just said as far as the location, I'm trying to find that in your project list, is that something you emailed recently?
Mr. Quesada: Yes, so the proposal with the ficus hedge replacement was based on the May meeting that we discussed  it, and as far as the $8.04 square foot  I believe that was reflected in the project list as far as what it would cost, on the notes, on item #3 on my South-Dade Venture project list, $8.04. Again, this is something where I calculated, and we had them remeasure, BrightView, and go over the area again, and we're talking about 137th Avenue from Waterstone Plaza, all the way south to the end of Marbella Cove by the
FPL easement.
Mr. Cooper: Ms.  Castro:
Portofino Bay.
Mr. Cooper:
Now that changes all the ficus in the District hedging?
No,  we  would  still  be  missing  some  fiscus  that  we  have  behind
What other areas have we not changed out?
Mr.  Quesada:
41st  Terrace,  there's  a  few  areas  near  the  Waterstone  Grand
Clubhouse, where there's green boxwood and whatnot, but I do think that some of those are in a lot better condition, there's no privacy issues there at the moment, so the way we've been handling this project, I think is based on security and privacy and that area as of right now, 137th Avenue is the one that is most in need.
Mr. Cooper:  And that's $39,885 correct?
Mr.  Quesada:	No, that  number  needs to  be  updated,  actually  it came down to
$26,377.51.
Mr. Winkeljohn:  That's a $13,000 reduction.
Mr. Cooper:   Now, have we done any of these change outs, and just to recap with
everybody on, have we done this already, changed out the ficus with arboricola in other locations in the District?
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Mr. Winkeljohn: Quite extensively.
Mr. Quesada: Yes, not only ficus, but again as per the grand scheme of the hedge replacement throughout the District, replaced all the silver buttonwood, three buttonwoods, and yes ficus, after Irma we did lose quite a bit at Floridian Bay Estates on Waterstone Way north.
Mr. Cooper: So, what did you say as far as deferring the cost? Is that what you were explaining earlier?
Mr. Quesada: Well yes, are you talking about the price per foot?
Mr. Cooper: No, you were saying something about they were withholding the cost until next year?
Mr. Winkeljohn: The timing.
Mr. Quesada: Oh correct, yes sorry, so basically BrightView is willing to do the work this summer, and take advantage of the conditions, and do it now, and withhold billing us until the new fiscal year. So, he would work with us as far as even installments, or anything like that but once we enter our 2021 budget, that's when they would go ahead and bill us for this project.
Mr. Cooper: How much do we have budgeted to work with now if we were going to go ahead and push it until next year for landscaping, and this type of work?
Mr. Winkeljohn: You spent this year, more than your original budget, but that was intentional. I mean in the scale of the whole available funds you would eat up about half your discretionary money for the rest of the year, so you probably about $50,000 totally that if you were to spend, it wouldn't dip into your reserve plan or any of those things, but you would have next year's budget, and I think that's the intent of a deferment, is that the project would last across fiscal year, you would receive the bill in the next fiscal year, and in terms of splitting costs you would take what you're going to next year, this year, because of the timing of the weather. Sometimes that doesn't fly from an accounting standpoint, unless the project does cross over into the next fiscal year.
Mr. Cooper: For me, I just have a hard time swallowing and pushing it to the next cycle, and putting that on to receipts because we are coming up on an election in the next few months, so it's hard for me to go ahead and justify that it's a great time to go with the plan, and take advantage of BrightView, but I don't know for me to be able to swallow
$26,000 and some change. Then we have these projects that we want to take a look at
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that eats through half of our project capabilities for the remainder of the year, for this large project for the hedges, even though security is important, I'd like to see what options we have security-wise if there's something more needed for those funds to go ahead and do that, and that's just my thought process on that, I don't know what everybody else is thinking.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, and you bit off a significant chunk this year as you planned, you did more than you planned, but you had the funds to do it. Next year, meaning after October, I would suggest we revisit the next phase of landscaping. You also still have some pending FEMA money, some of the appeals are starting to be paid. Yours, I don't know where it exactly sits today, Ben, I don't know if you looked at the portal or anything.
Mr. Quesada: As far as the FEMA quarterly reports, I do know we were discussing it with the engineer and our attorney as far as formal response to the appeal which is still pending as of now.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and they asked for amplification to our initial response to the appeal, so they were opening the door to slow us down I guess, but nonetheless, that's another factor is my point, it's not the only one. So, what's the feeling of the Board, do you want to table this and hold it?
Mr. Cooper: Miguel and Brad, you guys still there?
Ms. Castro: I would like to see our community match, one side looks really nice with the arboricola and the other one is full of holes, and it's really a problem for the people who live in Floridian Isles, and it's a ficus, so whitefly is always what I think of when we had to fight the whitefly that year, and it was a nightmare for the District. They're willing to work with us, they are giving us a $13,000 decrease and  they are willing to charge in installments, we just need to enter into a contract, they can do it now for the benefit of the plants and we would be paying it off. I understand the turning of the Board, however, this is a contract that we'd entered into and a product has been delivered, I don't see why any Board changes would affect it. We would be improving everything in the District with these plants, security, aesthetics, quality of plant material.
Mr. Winkeljohn: And, you actually do have an obligation to replant because of your responsibility to what was an approved site plan, technically the city could come in and
force you to do this planting, by the way they haven't, but they could.
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Mr. Cooper:  I think only if it was missing, I think we've got areas that we can fill in, but I don't see them forcing us to do plants that we already have the hedges blocking certain areas to some extent, not the arboricola look.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Right, and the context I'm saying it is, where it's failed you would be obligated to replace it, where it's not failing or where it's missing, which you said, so that is one element to consider.
Mr. Cooper:  Miguel, Brad you guys on?
Mr. Compton: Yes, and Paul as you just clarified the financial side of things there, so you were saying that it would take essentially half of the discretionary funds available now, for this year?
Mr. Winkeljohn:  For the remainder of this year, yes sir.
Mr. Compton: Ok, but if we were pushing it off to next year in so far as the payment goes, that would be a whole other level of discretionary funding we would have at that point, is that correct?
Mr. Winkeljohn:  Correct, you would replenish it. Mr. Compton:  So, in the next budget, not this one. Mr. Winkeljohn:  Right.
Mr. Compton: Ok, so for next year's budget how does the project compare? Is this consistent with the planting and replacement schedule we had planned for next year's budget, we're just doing it a little bit earlier?
Mr. Winkeljohn: This would be about 1/3 of next year's project, so you are sort of biting off an installment of it for a discount in advance, so that does make sense in that respect, and you would still have next year's project to do the more strategic plantings, replacement, upgrades, etc., but this one, I think it was described is a well known plan we actually had it, regardless of storm impact to do anyway. So, to me that does fit, and there's nothing obtuse about any of this, other than perhaps the timing.
Mr. Compton: Right, ok. So, from the perspective if we're just talking about this year's discretionary funding and it's a good deal, I would be in favor of that, but so long as we can work out a deal with BrightView so that we push it off to next year's budget and it's a project we would plan on doing next year anyway, then why not do it now, so I agree with
that  scenario.	This definitely  needs to  be done,  it looks bad, there  are security  issues
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associated with it, and so if we can get a better deal on it and get it done at a better time, I'm in favor of moving forward with that.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Thank you. Miguel any input?
Mr. Aponte: Yes, I agree. I think that if we're getting such a discount already, then we've got to do it because it's probably in our landscape plan, and it's a great opportunity to take this discount and take advantage of taking the whole ficus and bring the new one in and make everything consistent.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Are there any other comments?
Mr. Cooper: It seems like a lot of the Board members are going to move in favor of it, and I guess if this is something that we're going forward with potentially, it would be interesting to see how much more arboricola we need to change out to have the entire District changed out, to see what other sections are needed, so maybe it's something that at the next meeting, then Ben could get those numbers so that, if this is our 5th year or 4th year in this, we know maybe for the future, or next year that's the end of the arboricola swap out and we can move on to other things, or the Board can move on to other things I guess.
Mr. Quesada: Sure, Iwelcome feedback from the Board, and obviously we're going based on need and in this particular case I do think the green boxwood on half of the community, like I said, throughout Waterstone Way, is looking really good, a lot of privacy. The only thing I would say is that, we replaced a very large section along Floridian Bay Estates after Irma because there was absolutely nothing after the devastation that was left behind, but there are still some green boxwoods along there, so just for uniformity purposes maybe, but this is something where I would just welcome a little feedback from the Board as far as gaps, privacy issues, safety concerns, this 137th is basically the primary area where we're in most need of this and small sections along the west side of Waterstone Way as well along Portofino Bay and Portofino Lakes, there's some minor gaps but it has more to do with the lack of sunlight. I think we've already seen with the arboricola, it responds better with a lot of sunlight, so again, very minimal compared to what we're discussing now on 137th Avenue, and it just depends on how the Board feels as far as a particular plant material, but privacy, security, as far as that, we're looking really
strong everywhere else.
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Mr. Winkeljohn: Good. Is there any action by the form of a motion from the Board
to proceed?
Mr. Winkeljohn: Moving on, Ben?
Mr. Quesada: So, now I'm going to ask you to please refer to the email that I sent you all yesterday, some supplemental agenda items that I sent out to everybody, some requests from the chairman. So, I want to make sure we had some time to discuss those, one of which we discussed at the last meeting, I don't recall having an outcome on.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ben, just a minute, before you get to that, you skipped over the update on the security patrol.
Mr. Quesada: Oh, yes, I did go over it briefly. Mr. Winkeljohn: Did I miss it, I'm sorry.
Mr. Quesada: Yes, I went ahead and gave you guys a breakdown, I believe the Board gave management the green light to move forward as far as our security detail is concerned, and we can absorb whatever increase this fiscal year, and moving forward we would revisit the topic. I just gave a brief kind of scenario there in my report, where we were talking about the last meeting with pairing it with security and off duty rovers and the possibility of wildlife which I think you can expand on, but basically that's something the
Board would have to give discretion to management to enter into negotiations.
Mr. Winkeljohn:
Ok, I just didn't want to move too far forward since we have
Captain Rodriguez on the call.
Mr. Quesada: Correct. So, going back to the supplemental materials and the email, unless the Board has any questions about that topic.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Go ahead.
Mr. Cooper: Since we do have him on the phone, and I don't know if he's going to stay for the entire meeting, or if he was on specifically to address this, but maybe Captain
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Rodriguez can go over a little bit in depth of what transpired with the whole increase and just can elaborate with everybody on the Zoom or GotoMeeting is what it's called.
Mr. Quesada: Captain Rodriguez are you still there? Captain Rodriguez: I'm here, yes.
Ms. Castro: So, can you explain the increase, I believe Curtis wanted to know why it is that the Homestead PD is increasing the cost of the services?
Captain Rodriguez: The reason for the increase, what I try to look at is what the Board may get for other agencies within the area, and we have been far behind for several years, and within the last 4 years, there have been 2 increases, and even with the current increase that we just did, we're still below a lot of the agencies. Like I know FHP, I believe they charge somewhere around $55 or $60 an hour, I believe the county is somewhere in the $60's, then we have other municipalities, I think Miami Beach is somewhere around
$50 an hour or $55 an hour, so we're actually playing catch up, and the members of the FOP, this is what they ended up going with. You guys probably will not see an increase for a few years, because it puts us back to where we need to be, everything else has been going up and we have just been staying stagnant based on the session and stuff with what's going on, but we there was no way to continue at that pace.
Mr. Cooper: I guess just the suggestion, and you can pass this back to whoever, it's just hard in the middle of a cycle, like I know you know we're working towards this budget year cycle in the next couple of months, but just to do the change on I guess the clients, but it's a really a hard swallow, and fortunately we're able to navigate these waters a little bit better than maybe some other people could, but just kind of make a change closer to where budgets are being decided on, and maybe implementing them as the City of Homestead once their new budget cycle starts would be I think a better idea for the future.
Captain Rodriguez: I agree, unfortunately Curtis what happens is with the FOP our fiscal year is April 1st to March 31st, this change was actually supposed to happen April 1st and we delayed it until July, we didn't realize with COVID and all of this threw if off, so that's how this all fell in, but that cycle is from April 1st to March 31st.
Mr. Cooper: Ok, that clears that up a little bit, you guys are in a different cycle, ok.
Ms. Castro: Captain, we don't foresee any change in the near future, right? It's not like next year we're going to have to revise this increase, an additional $5 or $10?
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Captain Rodriguez: No, I don't anticipate any changes, like I said for a few years is what I'm hoping, not next year, but a few years.
Mr. Cooper: We're not saying that you guys aren't worth every penny of that, it's just hard to swallow in the middle of a budget cycle, but obviously we'll do the best we can and make due.
Captain Rodriguez: I totally understand, thank you so much. Mr. Cooper: Anybody else have any other questions?
Ms. Castro: No.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Thank you. Go ahead Ben.
Mr. Quesada: So, going back to the supplemental materials, I have a proposal I sent you all yesterday, proposal #2675 from DML, it's the only DML attachment you guys
would have gotten by email.
Basically, the chairman had requested the possibility of
having outdoor scanning capabilities at the guardhouses, since we're dealing with the pandemic, we've basically instructed our security guards to screen and document everything, and obviously when people do cooperate they are providing the information
and putting into the system and I know there are a lot of regulars, so I know they're doing a
really good job  as far as that goes.
I've had
a few instances where someone has people where we reviewed the footage information, however, for the sake of
for residents, DML would be able to put
mistakenly thought that they're not screening the
and seen the guard actually documenting that transparency and making things more convenient
in a 14" x 16.5" x 4.5" polycarbonate weatherproof aluminum mounting plate outside of the guardhouses, along the guest lane, along the curbing there, somewhere not obstructing the face cameras, and would have to rewire the scanners that we currently have inside the guardhouse to the snap shell cameras to allow guests to again voluntarily scan their IDs on the scanner without the guard having to touch them. Obviously, they could periodically clean these scanners, and we already have snap shell scanners, they look like a copy machine where you just place paper, and it scans the ID for you, they can just clean that periodically, and people can go ahead and screen themselves at the guest lanes. It would come out to $1,400, to give you the exact number, it would be $1,462.50 for all 3
guardhouses.
Mr. Cooper:
Thank you Ben, I appreciate you reaching out and grabbing that
information, something just to fall back from the previous meeting, I think it's a great idea, I
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have several residents in my community and even about Waterstone residents walking around saying the guards are doing absolutely nothing, not scanning the IDs, and walking out there to explain to each and every single one of them what our protocols are now and how things are working, so I think this would do a lot because this obviously isn't going to be changing in the near future, and that sucks having to relocate that, but I think $1,400 would be reasonable enough for the 3 guardhouse locations for them to go ahead and mount it and make it look nice the Waterstone Way, and get this functional capability back up and going in the District.
Mr. Compton: Yes, I agree and it's just a matter of I think if it's a security issue, I think that's probably a wise investment because like you said, I don't foresee going back to our traditional way of doing things any time soon.
Ms. Castro: How does it work Ben? Does the person do it themselves scan, or would the guard do it? How is it that this works?
Mr. Quesada: In this scenario, obviously it would be the person, the driver of the vehicle, should they choose putting their ID into the scanner and scanning it themselves, it's a snap shell, so the guard would be there to kind of walk them through it. Please place your ID facedown for the ID scanner, the reader, and it's going to search for a couple of seconds, and it's going to scan your ID and will let you through.
Ms. Castro: Ok, thank you.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Go ahead Ben, anything else? Mr. Quesada: Excuse me?
Mr. Winkeljohn:  I can't hear you.
Mr. Quesada: I was just walking Sonia through how the scanner would work basically, it's a snap shell scanner, so the guard would be there basically to instruct cooperating non-residents on how to place their ID in the scanner, and then they would open the gate for them.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ok, and how does the Board feel about this? Are we buying it?
Ms. Castro: Is this in our budget? Would that increase in the security line that we had to just eat, or would the increase be in the FOP contract that we had?
Mr. Winkeljohn:  Right, your gates, we've been building reserves for the gates, your
expenses so far this year, and let me just get that in front of me. You've spent $39,000 to
27
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date on maintenance for  repairs at the gates, you budgeted $75,000,  so you're  below budget if you needed to do something before now and the end of the year.
Ms. Castro: So, where are you guys, what are you thinking about this? I, myself have called Ben on quite a few occasions, thinking that the guards aren't doing their job. I have been proven wrong in many of the cases, but in some of the cases I haven't. There was even one guard that was removed from guardhouse #1, and I believe this will give them more accountability and more visibility as well, because a lot of them just stay inside the guardhouse. If they have to come outside, they have to engage the person who's in the car, of course with a mask provided, and gloves or whatever protective equipment. Also, we need to fit the guardhouses with either Purell or the dispenser, so I think less than
$1,500 is a good investment.
Mr. Cooper:  Can we get the security company to provide the hand sanitizer and the
wipes?
Mr. Quesada: Again, they've been providing our security staff with that, as far as providing, I guess you want to also provide the visiting non-residents as well, I just want to make that clear?
Mr. Cooper:  No, mine was just for the guards, I don't know Sonia you were talking
about the people?
Ms. Castro:	Yes,  provide it to them.
For example,  I just went to see a patient
before coming to this meeting, right here at The Palace, and as you come in, they check your temperature, they give you Purell, and then they allow you to go in. I mean because they have to touch our equipment, it would be a good idea to also offer them hand sanitizer as they go through,  and that will also decrease the speed of the people driving to our
guardhouses because they will have to stop to get their hand sanitizer.
Mr. Cooper:
I do like that,  I'm trying to go over, like using the ATM at Bank of
America, or your bank, they don't provide you with sanitizer, I have mine in my vehicle and
that's up to me to sanitize after I process that.
Ms. Castro: people chose to.
Mr. Cooper: Mr. Aponte:
motion to approve.
Well, we don't have to, it would just  be a courtesy, you know if the
Either way works for me.  So, Miguel do you have any input on this?
I'm ready to move, if we're ready to vote.	Did anybody motion?	I'll
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Ms. Castro: Ok, so motion to approve $1,462.50 for the improvement proposed.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ben, anything else?
Mr. Cooper: Ben, just a ,quick update, as we are talking kind of along the same lines there, the system to be able to track how many times the arm is going up, I guess now we'll be able to have that working once we get this snap shell operating?
Mr. Quesada: Yes, and there's a way of pulling reports through the website, I can show you all if you ever want to take a peek on that, and I've been providing it to the onsite Supervisor for Allied to be checking in on it periodically. So again, and I don't want to go too much into detail, just to keep our security protocols confidential, but it does tell you how long the arm will stay up.
Mr. Cooper: Great, thank you.
Mr. Quesada: Moving on to the supplemental items, basically all that's left that I sent you all was regarding the fountains. I know this is something we've discussed quite a bit throughout the years, it's on the project list. I got some updated prices for you all, just to keep you guys aware, there are several Districts in the area, Malibu, Oasis, and I did several fountains in their Districts recently, so I went ahead and I reached out to the vendor, Vertex which I believe you all expressed interest in before, they were recently bought out by another lake company, but they still sell the same equipment. They are the same company that did do the recent projects in Oasis, so I had them quote out some similar fountains. I did not attach a map in the emails, but I know we discussed behind the clubhouse here in Waterstone Way, along lake #2 which is along the main roundabout where we keep our Christmas tree, and some smaller lakes over by Campbell Drive across from the school at lake #10, and in fairness lake #13 which is the featured lake in Waterstone Blvd. So, our vendor, very nice gentleman, very knowledgeable took the time and reviewed these areas with me, and made his recommendations for horsepower, which is a big deal as far  as you don't want to have too  big of a splash  radius, and he
recommended trying to, which we had discussed before, and he is available for questions
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in case you guys ever want to dig a little bit deeper, I just wanted to talk numbers first with you all and see how this formulates into your budgeting plans first and then we can always invite him to another meeting and maybe ask some more questions about specific types and models. So Tri-tier is the most common, popular choice and it's basically the same model they sold in Oasis, it does come with lights, there's all different types of features, again, we can go into that later, but these proposals that you see in front of you, let's start with, if you look at the specifications in the heading, lake #2 which is by the main roundabout, he recommended a more modest, I believe this is a 5 horsepower motor on the fountain, and included in the cost of $11,790 is basically installation of the fountain in the lake, and basically running the cable up to the shoreline, that's where an electrician would have to take over. I did get some rough numbers on that as well, I spoke to the same electrician who did the Oasis fountains, he worked with GMS before, and again just giving you guys a rough estimate, it's anywhere between $2,000 and $2,500 to draw up the electrical plans and go through that process of getting that approved from the city, and
as far as labor and installation of meters, panels, trenching of the equipment to get to
these areas is about another $10,000 give or take.
So, not to exceed roughly about
$13,000 a fountain on electrical work outside of the prices that you're going to be seeing these proposals, and like I said, the 5 horsepower is the recommendation you need for lake #2, for a tri-tier, $11,790, for lake #10 he quoted the same motor, a 5 horsepower. Again, you have Marbella Cove, and Portofino Point pretty close, and these are not extra large lakes, you want to keep it closer to the park bench areas, or in this case the roundabout where people can actually see the fountain and appreciate it more, so this was based on his recommendations as well, and lake #13 on the Boulevard he recommended a 7.5 horsepower motor, which would be $16,254, and for lake #9 which is here behind the Waterstone Bay Clubhouse, which is a much larger lake, he recommended a 10 horsepower, which would come out around $22,128, and again just add $13,000 give or take if you guys want to have a rough estimate of what it would cost to actually complete the installation from start to finish.
Mr. Cooper: Ben, repeat the lakes again, lake #2 which is where?
Mr. Quesada:  Lake #2 is located along the main roundabout where we feature our Christmas tree for the lighting ceremony, so it's the largest lake there because obviously
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lake #1 is pretty much blocked off by buttonwood hedges and fiscus hedges on 137th and buttonwood hedges along the entrance there.
Mr. Cooper: And the cost for that was $11,790?
Mr. Quesada: Yes, for the actual equipment it would be $11,790 for the fountain he's proposing which is a 5 horsepower in that area.
Mr. Cooper: And what is the total cost for lake #2, not with electrical?
Mr. Quesada: Without electrical it would be $11,790 for the fountain running the cable up to the shoreline.
Mr. Cooper: And that was how many horsepower? Mr. Quesada: 5 horsepower in that case.
Mr. Cooper: Ok, so that's a 5 horsepower and then you said lake #10 was the next
one?
Mr. Quesada: Correct, and I'm just going in order of how I open my attachments in this case, but yes if you look at lake #10 proposal, he also requesting a 5 horsepower, so the price would be the same, which is $11,790.
Mr. Cooper: And that location is where again?
Mr. Quesada: Lake #10 is located along the exit of Waterstone Way, along 312th, Campbell Drive, across from the school.
Mr. Cooper: Ok. Then what's the next one?
Ms. Castro: That's at Portofino Point Curtis, the one behind Portofino Point. Mr. Cooper: Right.
Mr. Quesada: Then lake #13 is the feature lake at Waterstone Blvd., there is another lake in there, a small one inside Pebblebrook II, but this one obviously has a lot more traffic and we have a lake park bench area, so it's the only lake along Waterstone Blvd., and he's recommending a 7.5 horsepower, it is kind of wider, so it can absorb a little bit more or bigger splash radius with a 7.5 horsepower, which is $16,254.
Mr. Cooper: Ok. Then the other one was the Bay Clubhouse lake and that was a 10 horsepower, and that was for $22,000?
Mr. Quesada: Yes, lake #9 is Bay lake here behind the Waterstone Bay Clubhouse, 10 horsepower, and it would have a much larger diameter in this case, so it could absorb a 10 horsepower he recommended, for $22, 128.
Mr. Cooper: Ok.
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Ms. Castro: Did he give you a rough idea what the maintenance would be on this, not only with the light bulb, and maybe electrical maintenance, clean up maintenance, because this floats on top so I imagine it would require some of that, but also maybe the estimated cost of running this, because I imagine we're not going to run this 24/7, if not Homestead Electric is going to own us.
Mr. Winkeljohn: No, you usually shut them off close to midnight, and leave them off until daytime.
Ms. Castro: So, do we know more or less how much electricity they consume?
Mr. Winkeljohn:
I'm used to a little bit smaller fountains and those are usually a
couple of thousand dollars a year per fountain. The larger horsepower, I'd have to look because that can escalate significantly faster than you would guess. Usually they do a quarterly maintenance for fountains, some communities have the funds and their lakes are more difficult and they have to do it monthly. For you all, my observation of your lakes is
they're excellent and there's very few big floating debris fields like from vegetation and
stuff like that, you don't have a lot of weeds.
So, you probably could get away with
quarterly, but I would say $1,000 per fountain per quarter is low, somewhere in that range, between $1,000 and $1,500.
Ms. Castro: Without counting electricity, right?
Mr. Winkeljohn:
Plus, then  you would  add  in whatever  the  total  number  of
horsepower, meters, and yes, the cost. If they're on Homestead Electric I know that's a lot more expensive than FPL, so I don't know, but I know it cost something and I'm glad you brought it up. So, if the Board doesn't mind, can we take this up and put it together in a visual package with those costs because I think you're really not going to be able to make a decision today on something like this. Does anybody object to sort of tabling it and letting us come back, because there's some visual presentations that need to be seen when it comes to fountains?
Ms. Castro: But can we reach out to our neighbors in Oasis Paul, because they're managed by GMS, just to get an idea of how it is that they are paying a month in their electricity?
Mr. Winkeljohn: That was my statement for code that I need to look it up.
Mr. Cooper: Yes, and can we maybe have Dennis join us next meeting, since he doesn't have to drive all the way down to Homestead, and go over those numbers?
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Mr. Winkeljohn: Sure, I'm sure he has nothing to do on a Thursday, so he'd be happy to see you guys.
Mr. Cooper: Perfect, that would be great to see him again. Mr. Winkeljohn: That's a great idea.
Mr. Compton: From my perspective, I have no problem deferring it, but I'm seeing a ton of money that I'm not seeing the benefits for the community for it, so what I'm hearing right now, I'm not in favor of it at all.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Any other feedback or can we bring this back to you, and it will just be me and Ben working on it, there will be no costs?
Mr. Cooper:  I have no problem tabling it and you getting some work together and
showing us some visuals.
Ben, what's some of the benefits, can you explain, I guess
because you met with him, maybe a little briefly what are some of the benefits of the actual fountains, not just aesthetically, but for like actual lake health?
Mr. Quesada: A fountain really does increase the value of the community of your common areas realtor-speak, it's minimal but it does have that affect. There are some additional benefits with aeration to your lake, however, again if you get into the science of that, the best aeration comes from the subsurface, but there are benefits to that as well, and just when holidays come around seasonally you can be a little bit more creative with your fountains with lighting and whatnot. So again, one of the things I know we're always doing here in Waterstone is taking a look around the landscaping and the rest of Homestead and seeing how everything is looking and it is something that I know, Oasis is very happy with, Malibu is very happy with, so it's just something that and again it's on the project list and we'll continue to keep it updated and make sure you guys are aware of what the latest trends and the latest pricing is.
Ms. Castro: My concern is that just one fountain would run us over $40,000 a year, just one fountain, where would we get this money? If so, do we have to increase, we're almost lynched this year because we're going to increase $5.00 a month, so I don't know how it would be received to have an increase in our budget again for water fountains. I mean we could always look into decreasing other things, like the Christmas lighting project, however, we just entered into that contract again. I don't know if we could wriggle out of it so easily, and even if we decrease or even eliminate the lighting project, I don't
think that will cover these 5 fountains.
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Mr. Winkeljohn:	Right and let me get all the math and the correct electrical costs and maintenance costs in one place, and then we'll know.
Ms. Castro: Ok, thank you.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Ben, anything else?
Mr. Quesada: No, that concludes new business. Mr. Winkeljohn: Very good.
D. Manager - Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from Commission on Ethics and Reminder to File Annual Form
Mr. Winkeljohn: Under manager's report, only one person hasn't filed their Form 1,
so I'll talk to that individual directly, I don't like to scold people in public too much.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Approval of Check Run Summary
Financial Reports
B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Mr. Winkeljohn:	Under financial reports, we have the check run summary and the balance sheet and income statement.	We sort of covered a few financial discussions
already, I don't have anything of note to remark about.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Supervisors Requests and Audience Comments
Mr. Winkeljohn:
That  brings  us  to  Supervisor  and  audience  comments,  any
comments from our audience today? Go ahead?
A resident: Hello everybody, I had somebody reach out to me and send that the light poles in Waterstone Way, some of them out, how is that taken care of?
Mr. Quesada: So, we have somebody do about twice a month, do a night drive for us,
sometimes it's our security company, sometimes it's our electrician, I'm usually on the line
with both of them.
As of two weeks ago we made some streetlight repairs along the
Waterstone Way south by the school, but it's been about 2 weeks, so they're due for another
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night inspection. All the streetlight posts are numbered to make them easy to identify, and in the last month, and let me look at my report, I have lights #2, #7, #25, #26, #98 and #99 were repaired. This is something we keep up with regularly but I'd be happy to have our vendor take another look.
A resident:  Ok, thank you, that was a question that was posed to me. That's it for
me.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Thank you. Anything else from our audience? Hearing none, any Board members have any comments or requests for our next meeting?
Ms. Castro: Yes, my request is directly for Captain Rodriquez, so we ordered a new plaque for Cornel Kennedy, seeing that his plaque is old and defaced, and I would like to stay in touch with you so that we can arrange something for sort of a very small ceremony like we had when we dedicated that rock in Friendship Park to Captain Kennedy, maybe get a couple of your guys involved so that we can remove the old plaque and replace the new one. So, if you could let us know when Captain Kennedy has an opening, so that we can arrange a little ceremony for him, just to remind him that he's still appreciated and very much
loved in Waterstone, and that you guys always have a place here.
Captain Rodriquez:
Absolutely,	I'll definitely  get  with  you  and  we'll
get  that
provided
coordinated, I really appreciate that, and the support that Waterstone has always the police department.
Mr. Winkeljohn: Anything else guys?
Mr. Cooper: I'm good Paul, I don't have anything this meeting. Mr. Winkeljohn: I appreciate it.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
Mr. Winkeljohn: If there is nothing else, is there a motion to adjourn?
c
Chairman<J\/iCe Ch'airman
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